EMCC GPS Dialogues
Executive Reflection: Working Wisely in Turbulent Times in a Global, Virtual
and Diverse World
…Continuing the Conversation ….
With Jackie Arnold and Elaine Patterson from the “Tomorrow’s Global
Leaders Today” Project
2.00pm BST on Tuesday 19th May 2020
Paper 2: “What You Said In Your Own Words”
Thank you for joining us on Tuesday 19th May 2020.
We have pulled together all that you offered and replay it back to you in your own words.
This complements the earlier paper which summarized our conversations at the GPS
Conference in November 2019 and which we will also share with you as a companion to
this paper. We also add the graphics from James Huyton to add another lens to our
thinking together.
This report is divided into three sections:
Section 1:
Section 2:
Section 3:

Your Key Messages from the Webinar
Your Chat Room Sharing
Your Feedback at the End of the Webinar

This is a huge huge field of inquiry. Please take some time out to journal and reflect on
what you have read from this paper and how the insights offered might further inspire,
support and resource you. If you are interested in joining a small working group to think
more together about developing this stream of inquiry further please do let Nicola Brown
know by 15th June and we can co-reflect together on what is emerging and what is
needed!
Warmly
Elaine Patterson and Jackie Arnold from Tomorrow’s Global Leaders Today Project
Nicola Brown and Denise Whitworth from the EMCC GPS Dialogue Series
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Section 1
Your Key Messages from the Webinar
Here we extract what we saw as your messages from the webinar in your own words:
Positioning…
1. “The rat race of the 90’s and noughties meant it was a cycle of perform /work hard
and then collapse, exhausted. People are now realizing the need to reflect – but
need help in doing it”
2. “Despite learning and reflection being popular in learning and teaching it has not
entered the mainstream as an established practice – even in Asia which is
traditionally appreciative of reflection and meditative practices”
3. “We see REFLECTION as a key skill for leaders, leading to WISDOM. We see a few
barriers in that path too”.
4. ”Wisdom and leadership is seen as a craft”
5. “Wisdom is contextual and relational; it is about humility, value, being in service of
something bigger”
6. “People are meaning making entities and they crave reflection”
7. “Need to help leaders get into the right frame of mind for working in an emergent
way. We need to help them create space for this”; “Leaders need to be ready to
lean into this style of leadership”; “Some leaders just do not recognize the need to
reflect”. “Wisdom is open and collaborative”; and “Reflection requires bravery and
a willingness for honesty”
8. “We used the metaphor of the sculpture liberating what already exists in the
material he / she is in relation to and working with”

Stepping Forward…
9. “An elevator pitch for reflective practice is required” and “How to address the
cultural hurdles to reflective leadership: the honesty and vulnerability required are
not something usually required of leaders.. So how to model and explain reflection
so that the leader’s appetite is stimulated?”
10. “Making the business case for the need for reflection as a leadership practice /
discipline”
11. “It takes time to learn the new skill of reflection”
12. “I am not sure how ‘new’ the capability of Executive Reflection actually is..?”
13. “As a Coach Supervisor I can see that the process of supervision had much to offer
leaders in supporting them to develop self reflection to tap into their wisdom”; “I
had started to think about linking insights from Coach Supervision such as The
Supervision Triangle, 7 Eyed Model, Supervision Continuum as a collection of
models to inform the framework that could be an Executive Reflection practice”
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and “We also see the benefit of using a derivation of coach supervision – as
opposed to coaching – in Executive Reflection”
14. “For the professional bodies to promote Executive Reflection amongst business
leaders to support us”
***

Section 2
Ideas from the Chat Rooms
Here we share in full all of your input in your own words:
From the 1st Session:
“What are your reflections so far?” and “What does leading wisely mean for you?”
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

“Is there a new “female style of leadership” now called for?”
“We discussed the importance of being reflective, then acting upon reflection,
then acting upon the reflection to drive forward in a positive way” and “being the
best you can possibly be”
“The importance of the initial chemistry meeting”
“Need for more reflection and reflective styles of leadership”
“Leading wisely – age brings wisdom and comes from reflecting but it is organic
and grows with time”
“Our group noticed that this presentation has delivered a commentary on the
status quo, and we are still in need of information of the model. We see
REFLECTION as a key skill for leaders, leading to WISDOM. We see a few barriers
in that path too”
“Lots of emotional triggers at this time, survival, fear and exhaustion”
“Add an ‘F’ for flexibility for learning new technology and new skills”
“Need lots of reflective practices – time to think. Use Baud’s model where time is
needed before the event. We also wondered if reflection can also be done in the
session”
“Emotional intelligence is the key. We have emotions flying all over the place and
leaders are no different. Need to be self aware about how they are showing up”
“We need to raise our consciousness when we are working with others”
“Wisdom is being adaptive, not reverting to type, being honest. The current
situation has sometimes emphasized or accentuated leaders preferred style”
“Wisdom is contextual and relational; it is about humility, value, being in service of
something bigger”
“The rat race of the 90’s and noughties meant it was a cycle of perform /work hard
and then collapse, exhausted. People are now realizing the need to reflect – but
need help in doing it”
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

“We need more conversation, less presentation”
“Despite learning and reflection being popular in learning and teaching it has not
entered the mainstream as an established practice – even in Asia which is
traditionally appreciative of reflection and meditative practices”
“Leading wisely: Learning to ask more and more insightful questions of others”
“Wondering when do I offer my own experience and wisdom?”
“Need to help leaders get into the right frame of mind for working in an emergent
way. We need to help them create space for this”
“Important to help support leaders reflect and be wiser in times of crisis”
“Leaders need to be ready to lean into this style of leadership”
“Copability as well as capability – not getting stuck in operations and being driven
by circumstances, recognizing they are searching for something. Avoiding pitfalls
of reverting to type, choosing when to lead and be adaptive, recognizing that
leadership is happening in different places to the norm –accepting and reflecting
on that”
“Some leaders just do not recognize the need to reflect”
“Wisdom is open and collaborative”.
“Reflection requires bravery and a willingness for honesty”
“People are meaning making entities and they crave reflection. ‘Twenty years of
leadership or one year of experience twenty times round!”
“Notice how we are in relation to others”
“We used the metaphor of the sculpture liberating what already exists in the
material he / she is in relation to and working with”
“It takes time to learn the new skill of reflection”
“Showing up and being prepared to be vulnerable. As a leader the temptation is
to ‘fix’ – it is not possible in this situation”
”Wisdom and leadership is seen as a craft”
“We discussed the way forward, it is accepting and acknowledging that it is ok to
be perfectly imperfect perfect? We discussed embracing change from within self,
to drive positively forward with a good energy”
“Vulnerability and honesty – especially in respect of mistakes and failures –
requires a huge shift in corporate leadership culture”
“All beginning to sound like Servant Leader”
“Mindfulness = reflective= conscious leadership is the wiser way to lead, respond
v. react to circumstance and the drama all round us”
“Being a learner rather than a knower – from Fred Kofman” and “Be a learner for
life for developing self wisdom, rather than pretend to be a knower”
“I had started to think about linking insights from Coach Supervision such as The
Supervision Triangle, 7 Eyed Model, Supervision Continuum as a collection of
models to inform the framework that could be an Executive Reflection practice”
“ I will forever be a learner because I will never know everything but all that I meet
are my teachers”
**
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From the 2nd Session
“What training, support and resourcing do you like, need or want to you to resource
leaders to lead wisely in a VUCA GVD world? in the new world that is emerging?”
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Different markets across Europe have a different readiness for reflective
coaching”
“We would have liked to have seen more about the practicalities of the model i.e.
its application. We also see the benefit of using a derivation of coach supervision –
as opposed to coaching – in Executive Reflection”
“From Coach to ‘Resident Philosopher”
“The key thing is for us to reflect ourselves before we coach others in it”
“We need to define our base line, what are our tools, what is our aim? – an
opportunity to refine and clean everything up?”
“To better understand the somatic element of reflection – not just intellectual
thinking”
“As a starting point for a new coach to follow the EMCC accreditation process as a
coach and competencies. Not a question of courses”
“Access to fresh thinking, want to be challenged and asked to reflect ourselves,
want to be helped to make the links to systemic thinking and coaching, want more
exercises and case stories of leaders willing to share their vulnerability and their
thinking”
“For the professional bodies to promote Executive Reflection amongst business
leaders to support us”
“Find the right question rather than the right answer to get a new perspective”
“Blend coaching and neuroscience” and “help blend the elements of the
neuroscience of reflection”
“Supervision – it is a continuous personal journey”
“Learning to start from zero”
“Acceptance, kindness and vulnerability”
“Our discussion embraced the acknowledgement that knowledge is power,
therefore the more we share the more we have. To know that there is a support
network, to catch you if you fall, allows forward movement through failure to
become wisdomical”
“Increased parallel process – I am OK, you are OK”
“Nurturing, nourishment, sensemaking – need water, sun, earth, caring , being in
commune – interdependence and inter connectedness
“Operate across the individual (conscious and unconscious), team dynamics, OD,
Society and the World”
“Structures that expand insight on how people think – like psychological
frameworks, TA, mindfulness, neuroscience”
“Curiosity as a coach”
“This is not a tick box exercise”
“Look at ourselves and handle our own fears”
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

“Normalise coaching for all in the organization – not just for executives or under
performance”
“Where are “U” Where are we on the U Curve?”
“Wisdom has to come from within”
“There are no facts any more” and “we are all at level zero”
“We are all human beings, from the highest leader to the smallest worker, we are
all individuals.. to share our resources is to gain power and positive leadership,
starting within self” but “can be budget driven”
“Pragmatically we need to get comfortable with ‘selling’ reflection to leaders who
do not see how beneficial it is”
“Wisdom is not an elitist concept”
“Leaders are typically rewarded for doing and rushing and back to back working, and not for reflecting”

***

Section 3:
Your Feedback at the End of the Webinar
Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Some useful thinking and definitions”
“I am not sure how ‘new’ the capability of Executive Reflection actually is..?
“I felt bemused”
“Very well informed and getting a better insight into self sight”
“Inspired”
“I feel very engaged with the ideas and keen to explore how I can put them into
practice”
“Important to have time to co-reflect”
“Intrigued and needing to reflect”
“Reassuring that making time for reflection is relevant and much needed”
“It was interesting to hear about the work that had been developed”
“Please continue what you are doing”
“Thank you – it has been a great session”, “A powerful session” and “Thank you
for a wonderful 90 minutes of sharing and wisdom”
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New Ideas for Your Practice
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

“Looking at my own working definitions now”
“I am not sure how ‘new’ the capability of Executive Reflection actually is..?
“Mindfully creating an environment for the client to always expand on their
awareness and reflective ability”
“Increasing the amount of somatic reflection in my sessions”
“An elevator pitch for reflective practice is required” and “How to address the
cultural hurdles to reflective leadership: the honesty and vulnerability required are
not something usually required of leaders.. So how to model and explain reflection
so that the leader’s appetite is stimulated?”
“To first and better understand self”
“Wisdom, witnessing, reflecting with….”
“To clarify that reflective practice is part of my coaching offer”
“I think that the area of Focusing would be interesting to pursue”
“I have been reflecting on the importance of wisdom in building a better world, so
very grateful for this opportunity”
“Not sure yet… but will need to think about it now that this opportunity exists”
“Reflection is what makes the difference between reaction and response. So how
different is this concept from my own interpretation of coaching and why?” and
“Reflection in a time frame – reflective practice as an in the moment process – is it
possible? What does it look like? If you have strong executive reflective capacity
how do you know?”
“Making the business case for the need for reflection as a leadership practice /
discipline”
“Research about the impact of leaders doing continuous and intentional practice
of self reflection”
“As a Coach Supervisor I can see that the process of supervision had much to offer
leaders in supporting them to develop self reflection to tap into their wisdom”
“What is the impact of the commercial climate on the opportunities to lead to
reflect?”
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